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#1 ,16
This lunar day is said to be favorable for most activities, including performing
rituals and religious festivals, in general, and taking initiations. Travel is to be
avoided, and one has to be careful of the company you keep. Overall, very
serious, lacking simple enjoyment, and there may be some disgrace or scandal.
2, 17
This is a good lunar day for laying foundations and building things, in general.
Also good for marriages, initiation, rituals, and religious ceremonies. This is good
for giving and making offerings, resolutions, and spiritual practice of all kinds. But
in all this, it is said that very little comes of any activity, and the result is generally
unproductive. However, there is success from traveling on this day. May be
lacking in friends, love, and in affection, and may like spouses other than their
own. There is a lack of pure virtue and cleanliness.
3,18
This lunar day is good for cutting the hair and finger nails, and anything related to
caring for the body, beauty, and health. Good for undertaking projects and
building things. May lack motivation and be lazy and, in general, restless. Wealth
is obtained and the direction north-east is favored.
4,19
Very competitive, and fierce about taking on a challenge and removing whatever
obstructs. Enjoyment of food, drink, and sex. Often rich, educated, and generous,
but with a cruel streak. The favorable direction is the West, but travel is to be
avoided, and, if taken, may bring the fear of death. This is not good for
undertaking construction or new projects.
5, 20
A lunar day of excellent qualities, education, and obtaining wealth. Very good for
helping and giving to others, but not likely to receive the same in return. A
successful day for the vocation and victory, in general, and travel in any direction
is favorable. Also favorable for the study of sacred texts, science, and
philosophy. Kind hearted.

6, 21
Efforts undertaken on this day, new projects, etc. will bring moderate success.
This is not a day for travel, and doing so may bring losses. A day of some
bombast, perhaps arguments, and egotism, in general, and a yearning to be in
the spotlight.
7,22
A very auspicious day for building and purchasing things, and undertaking new
projects. Traveling on this day is also very favorable. Good for obtaining wealth
and especially fortunate with children. Good for business and exchange of all
kinds. The favorable direction is South. Friendly nature. Likes to take charge.
8,23
This is not a good lunar day to undertake new projects and for construction, in
general. However, very good for obtaining wealth, increasing resources, health
and healing, and honing expertise in the chosen field. Love for marriage and
family. Sensuality is strong. Interest in religion and truth. The favorable direction
is the South-East, but travel in any direction in this lunar day may bring illness.
9,24
Travel during this lunar day is not good, and it is said the person may not return.
Good for all business and exchange, and taking charge and being the boss.
Constructive efforts and new projects produce only moderate gains. In general,
this lunar day is aggressive, and anger is never far. Enjoyment of children, the
opposite sex, and education is favored. Also worship.
10,25
This is an excellent day for travel and doing so may result in gains. In general,
this lunar day is happy and good for relationships. Excellent for undertaking new
projects and construction, in general. There is a good sense of right and wrong,
although the tone may be somewhat serious. The favorable direction is the
North-West and this day is good for speaking.
11, 26
A very auspicious day for travel, with good results. A day that produces fame and
honor from society, but not good for undertaking new projects or construction.
The direction North is favorable. Wealth is very good and marriages and children
are favored. Intelligent and pure of mind. Very good for religious practice.
12, 27
A good lunar day to undertake new projects and for construction, in general. Not
a good day for traveling, and doing so may result in the loss of wealth. Very
favorable for study and learning. Somewhat restless, and the mind may wander.
13, 28

Travel on this lunar day is said to be favorable for making friends and creating
alliances. A good day for undertaking new projects and beginning construction,
as well as education. Produces kindness, charity, and hospitality. Good for
making friends, pleasures, and enjoyment of all kinds.
14, 29
No travel is to be undertaken on this day. The direction East is favorable. Starting
new projects and construction in general is not favored, and the day is somewhat
aggressive, even bold and daring. Honor from society may come. Wealth is
favored and religious activities. Hot temper.
15, 30
Full Moon
Travel is forbidden on this lunar day. Good for invoking the ancestors and
religious practice and ceremonies. Good for wealth and wisdom, and rightful
actions. New projects and construction should not be undertaken. Fondness for
food and the partners of others.
New Moon
Travel is forbidden on this lunar day. Good for invoking the ancestors and
religious practice and ceremonies. New projects and construction should not be
undertaken. The direction to the South-West is favored. There may be mental
and physical disturbances. A tendency toward cruelty.

